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ABSTRACT

Artificial Intelligence is one of those fields in computer science that is currently being extensively
studied. In this paper, the author attempts to summarise the current state of research in the field
with respect to openness to the general community, and has found a profound lack of opportunity to
contribute to the field as a novice, and a near monopoly of effective research by large industries while
production environments continue to largely remain safe from such influences.

1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a prominent field in Computer Science and for the past few decades has seen increasing
prospects both in research and application. However, considering the wide range of application it provides, it is
necessary to constantly verify the interpretability and accessibility of the field in order to prevent a future in which the
field becomes approachable to only a handful of people. As such, the field has been to some level biased in its evolution
and requires constant regulation it to avoid potential misuse of technology

2 Availability of Code

Research code implementations are important when accountability and reproducibility are considered, especially since
many researchers often resolve to overuse of technical jargon to make their paper seem more authentic and thereby
increase their chances of getting published.

Figure 1: Code availability vs Paper publications by date [1]

However as apparent from Figure 1, a mere 24% as of June 2021 chose to make their code public, a majority of which
are often academic groups. Industry groups especially bigger tech companies tend to not publish their code as it is often
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intertwined with proprietary scaling infrastructure that cannot be made public. This suggests a centralisation of talent
and compute otherwise unmentioned in the industry and unless proper regulation is put into effect, such practices will
continue to drive research.

3 Computational Power, Dataset Sizes, and Costs

Since genuine ideas are not easy to come by and everyone wants to publish a paper, a majority of the research is reuse
of previously made models with minor changes which may or may not affect performance and scaling the models to
larger sizes for a slight increase in performance. However, training such models of billions of parameters often require
specialised hardware and substantial compute time which are almost always unavailable to more general researchers.

Figure 2: Effect of performance with respect to model size, dataset size, and training steps [2]

On the other hand, smaller models tend to require larger datasets than their larger counterparts to provide similar levels
of performance. But except for a few general-purpose datasets, larger datasets are almost exclusively available to large
corporations which bar academic researchers access to them. For some use cases however, smaller and data efficient
models can outperform larger models with relatively smaller datasets. Also with more modern architectures, deep
learning continues to grow more efficient regarding compute even though its data requirements keep increasing.

Along with compute and data requirements, it is important to note, while the cost of floating-point operations (FLOPs)
has been decreasing with time due to advanced hardware, usage of larger models means more parameters and combined
with larger datasets mean considerably more FLOPs compared to earlier models hence overall cost of training of models
keep increasing.

Figure 3: Cost estimate with respect to numbers of parameters [3]

Figure 3 provides an estimate for a single run of Natural Language Processing (NLP) models, the exact figures are
proprietary information. This suggests OpenAI’s GPT-3 [4] would cost at least $1.9m. Though the cost for computer
vision models is relatively less thanks to the less number of parameters required, the reasons for which we will not
discuss here, large models still require huge costs to train as estimated in Figure 4. Such costs are obviously unaffordable
for many companies and especially academic research teams and startups.

The effects of such requirements are also concerning both economically and environmentally. Without major break-
throughs, and a continuation of the current methodology of often spending millions of dollars for marginal improvements
in performance, billions of dollars would be required for any decent improvements which will considerably effect the
economy, while running such large computations would also cause significant harm to the environment. An estimate for
such costs was provided in a 2019 paper [5], a part of which has been shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Implications of achieving performance benchmarks on the computation, carbon emissions, and economic
costs from deep learning based on projections from polynomial and exponential models. [6][5]

4 Tools of the Trade

Unlike the previously mentioned resources, there is an open availability of tools required for research and application
purposes. A majority of the libraries used are open sourced, and while there is a low rate of publication of code,
models are often made available enabling one hands on usage of models. The computation power, dataset size and
cost problems can be somewhat mitigated, mostly for application purposes, by using transfer learning. PyTorch and
TensorFlow provide extensive collections of pretrained models which can be deployed directly, fine tuned to a use case,
or re-purposed for a completely new objective. Hence while research remains difficult to access, building applications
is easy with the freely available tools.

A somewhat odd problem remains regarding the interpretability of models. As focus has shifted through the years
from purely statistical methods to more black-box methods, models are often found to be unreliable. Misinterpretation
can mean models learning wrong information from given data, which may give benchmark results in development
but are not safe to use in production environments, this is an architectural problem. A dataset problem in this regard
is finding or making the correct dataset to maximize learning with smallest possible data points, while cross domain
datasets sometimes improve learning as observed in transfer learning techniques, reliability of such models need to be
thoroughly ensured. It is often found models are learning by reference instead of reasoning.

5 Conclusion

While the number of research papers generated in AI remain high, a large number of them continue to remain
incomprehensible and redundant, their implementations unreleased, and thereby results often irreproducible. With the
current techniques, improving benchmark performances remains difficult without a huge economic and environmental
cost. But since tools to research modern techniques continue to remain in the open source, the current situation in this
regard is not irreparable, AI also continues to remain open as ever in regard to applications and with the increasing
interest in improving ethics and interpretability, this trend promises an positive curve at least in the near future.
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